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Unconscious Bias 

in Education



Unconscious bias can affect the very core of the teaching 
organizations and be an impediment to create a truly diverse 

and inclusive environment.



Unconscious bias can affect the very core of the teaching 
organizations and be an impediment to create a truly diverse 

and inclusive environment.

Discuss ways of addressing Unconscious Bias in Education from 
a personal, institutional and curricular level. 





A little exercise….





Who owns it?



1. Are they old or young?

2. What gender might they identify as?

3. Their race?

4. Their civil status?

5. Are they parents?

6. Do they have a disability?

7. Are they religious?



Actual owner



It’s hard to let go…

Cognitive 
Dissonance



Why discuss unconscious bias 
in Higher Education?







We tend to stick to our social in-groups… 

Those who look and act like us are 
easier to predict

(Henri Tajfel)



Personal experience



We are constantly bombarded by stereotypes





“Unconscious biases are normal and rooted in 

stereotyping, a cognitive process in which individuals 

use a social category to acquire, process, and recall 
information about people” (Blair, 2002)







Think about assessment…





Pitfalls in teaching and 
learning…



With the move to digital platforms new challenges emerged 



But if it is unconscious….





Research 
into 

unconscious 
bias…









Barriers

 We can’t change what we’re unaware of!

 The emotionally charged nature of the subject

 Resistant educators

 Resistant learners

 Unsupportive or unaware institutional climates



Next steps



As an individual
• Acknowledge your own bias

• Take the Implicit Association test (with a pinch of salt)

• Understand the evidence and existing frameworks

• As an educator design relevant curricula

• Engage learners

• Garner institutional support

• Exercise judgement in practice



• Think about access to learning

• Think about educational interactions

• Think about expectations

• Think about ‘confirmation bias’

• Think about the impact of the information you pass on and how the cycle 

may repeat itself!

Me, myself and I… and them



As an institution…
• Acknowledge and tackle biases (be visible in doing so)

• Create communities of practice

• Provide training and work on solutions

• Encourage skill development (research)

• Validate and reward good practice 

• Provide funding and evaluation

• Be accountable decision makers

• Sustainable change over time…



 Raise Unconscious Bias awareness

 Recognise the need for sustained change in the teaching and learning discourse

 Need to address curriculum absence

 Need to review policies and challenge policy makers

 Inspired?

Summary
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